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Abstract
Today, data analytics frameworks adopt one of two strategies to schedule their computations across workers. In the
first strategy, systems such as Spark [3] use a centralized control plane, with a single node that dispatches small computations to worker nodes. Centralization allows a framework to quickly reschedule, respond to faults, and mitigate
stragglers. However, the centralized controller can only schedule a few thousand tasks per second and becomes a
bottleneck at scale. The second strategy, used by systems such as Naiad [2] and TensorFlow [1], is to use a fully
distributed control plane. When a job starts, these systems install data flow graphs on each node, which then independently execute and exchange data. By distributing the control plane and turning it into data flow, these frameworks
can execute hundreds of thousands of tasks per second. However, data flow graphs describe a static schedule; even
small changes, such as migrating a task between two nodes, requires stopping the job, recompiling the flow graph and
reinstalling it on every node.
We present a new point in the design space, an abstraction called execution templates. Execution templates schedule at the same per-task granularity as centralized schedulers. They do so while imposing the same minimal control
overhead as distributed execution plans. Execution templates leverage the fact that long-running analytics jobs (e.g.
machine learning, graph processing) are repetitive, running the same computation many times. Machine learning
algorithms, for example, typically iterate until their model reaches an error threshold.
Logically, a framework using execution templates centrally schedules at task granularity. As it generates and
schedules tasks, however, the system caches its decisions and state in templates. The next time the job reaches the
same part of its program, it instantiates the template rather than resend all of the tasks. Depending on how much
system state has changed since the template was installed, a controller can immediately instantiate the template, edit
the template by changing some of its tasks, or install a new version of template. Templates are not bound to a static
control flow and support data-dependent branches; controllers patch system state dynamically at runtime to satisfy
the preconditions of installed templates. We call this abstraction a template because it caches some information (e.g.,
dependencies) but instantiation requires parameters (e.g., task identifiers).
Evaluations of execution templates in Nimbus, a data analytics framework, find that they provide the fine-grained
scheduling flexibility of centralized control planes while matching the task throughput of distributed ones. Execution
templates support complex, real-world applications, such as a fluid simulation with a triply nested loop and data
dependent branches.
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